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WebEx recording: 

View recording here. 
 
Presenter: 

Shelly Jeffcott, Principal Educator, Human Factors Specialist, NHS Education for Scotland  
 
Question: Where are you dialling in from? 

 
Familiarity with human factors thinking: 

Of the 49 people who joined the WebEx, 26 people participated in an exercise to gauge their 
familiarity with human factors thinking: 

- 3 people were completely new to the topic 
- 14 people had had some exposure to the topic and had a sense of what it means 
- 8 people had heard a lot about the topic but were not sure how it is relevant, and 
- 1 person was familiar with the topic and had undertaken further reading around it. 

 
Presentation: Human factors thinking to help with your improvement work 

- See Shelly’s presentation slides here. 
 
 
 

https://btevent.webex.com/btevent/lsr.php?RCID=f70ceb00831b4c9e88a949e949fdf4b4
https://ihub.scot/media/3691/shelly-jeffcott-pasc-human-factors-webex_15th-may-2018.pdf
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Q&A session: 

Q: Which zone (on the psychological safety slide) do you feel you’re in most of the time? 

A: (Shelly Jeffcott): I guess it changes dependent on who you’re working with and what the nature 
of the work you are doing is. The slide itself is something that you can print and can be a useful way 
of starting to think about how people are currently feeling in teams. Comfort zone is not an entirely 
negative place to be of course but I think that the learning and stretching and ‘improvement space’ 
is the ultimate place to be. 

Q: (Gordon Black): We’re running a Protected Learning Time session tomorrow on workflow 
optimisation and need to consider which psychological safety zone our staff feel they’re in. 

A: (Shelly Jeffcott): I’ve used this with teams. Amy Edmondson is a professor in Harvard University 
and has written a lot on this. There’s a couple of short IHI videos 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF1253YhEc8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbLjdFqrUNs )where she introduces the concept and she talks 
about 3 core components which I haven’t gone into in my presentation. With groups it might be a 
good idea to share one of these videos as a pre-cursor to what this is about. Just the diagram is 
quite powerful to people and the idea that ‘how safe you feel to speak’ is being brought up can 
sometimes make you feel safer to speak. Often we have natural hierarchy and when you mix 
everyone up together that can sometimes be intimidating for some people. In my research work, I 
always made sure not to have the line managers and people managing performance in the room 
and spoke to them separately. Sometimes it’s about the way that you gather groups together and 
give them space to be safe as they’re beginning work before bringing senior people in the room 
who they might be inhibited to speak up to. 

Q: (Pauline Atkinson): Not really a question but more a comment. Really important that ‘work as 
imagined’ versus ‘work as done’ is explored in general practice, as there is a lot of ‘we think things 
are being done in a certain way’ but that might not be the case. 

A: (Shelly Jeffcott): I couldn’t agree with you more. I am new kid on the block in the primary care 
space so I would love to understand more about where you see some of the gaps. But knowing the 
work I did in the Ambulance Service there are lots of things that don’t chime. I was told there were 
some never-events that had happened in a particular theatre suite. I then had a meeting with a 
very senior manager, which I didn’t understand as we have a quality improvement team and a 
Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) that meets every week, but it was actually just me and one nurse. 
After several weeks she would bring me a biscuit because she felt sorry for me that I was still 
coming to these meetings. The reality was that I had to tell the truth that although we do on paper, 
in reality we are not getting MDT reflection about safety events. So it’s about how do we start to 
call out some of what doesn’t work in a way that people who are going to be scrutinising our 
performance and think we have the technology, teams and tools in place are made aware when we 
don’t have this. 

Q: (Judith Cain): How do we make sure we design with all users, with patients at the centre? 

A: (Shelly Jeffcott): It’s a beautiful question. I think that we’re beginning to think much more about 
understanding patient experience. We’ve got Care Opinion in Scotland that’s being used 
increasingly. So we have more access to hear the voices but actually what do we do with our 
patient voices? I think we need to start training patient advocates in quality improvement and 
human factors, for them to fully be involved in processes and not just as a tokenistic idea that we 
listen at the start and then go away and our world as imagined is then very different to their world 
as patients. Working across boundaries is increasingly really hard to figure out that collaboration 
piece. I use simple things that have been introduced to me through QI around impact- influence 
matrixes, where you look at who will influence the process and who will be impacted by it, and you 
start to build up a chart with different zones. It’s a really good way of beginning to think who do I 
need to talk to and I need to engage with them as early as possible. We all know when we get 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF1253YhEc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbLjdFqrUNs
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From the chat box during Q&A session:  

- Judith Cain: Great presentation - wondering if the design of WebEx chat box and Q&A box 
is an example of usability? 

- Val Thomson: I need to go to another meeting, but thank you so much.  Very interesting 
WebEx. 

- Pauline Atkinson: thanks and useful presentation and discussions 
- Gordon Black: Thanks Shelley - we are running a PLT session tomorrow on Workflow 

optimisation- need to consider which zone our staff feel they are in. 
- Gordon Black: Thanks Shelley - you're very welcome to come to our PLT session tomorrow!  
- Lynne Bolton: Thank you!!! 
- Karon Knox: thank you. 

 
Suggested further reading: 

 New resource of HF/E common terms 
 The Evolution of Human Factors in Healthcare 
 Human Factors and Ergonomics for Primary Care 
 Usability and Technology Implementation 
 Psychological Safety Grid. 

 

asked about something 12 months down the line that we feel undervalued as our contribution 
wasn’t valued enough to be asked at the start. But it is very hard, and I’ve often fallen on my sword 
where I’ve missed people out and I go to them later and explain that they are very important but 
for whatever reason I didn’t understand the complexity of the work I was doing and how important 
they were. 

Q: (Gordon Black): Have we developed an ideal process map which reduces human factors to a 
minimum in workflow optimisation? Can we automate the process as much as possible to reduce 
risk? 

A: (Shelly Jeffcott): We could and that would be something I would be keen to be involved in, going 
back to what I was saying about more efficient processes. There may be waste in the system – Lean 
methodology addresses value added work and waste which would be a really interesting exercise 
to do and you could start to get a MDT together and maybe even be able to remove some steps in 
a process altogether. It’s a point well made about what is an ideal process and you start 
understanding what gets in the way of that ideal process. Just to say, the process mapping is 
something we do in QI and we do at the start and don’t use in a dynamic way throughout. It’s a 
little bit like driver diagrams, which are brilliant in helping us but we unfortunately don’t 
necessarily go back, and we need these documents to be dynamic and keep changing the way we 
see a process as we learn more about the real work. 

https://chfg.org/learning-resources/human-factors-common-terms/
https://ihub.scot/media/3692/the-evolution-of-human-factors-in-healthcare-2012.pdf
https://ihub.scot/media/3693/human-factors-and-ergonomics-for-primary-care-2016.pdf
https://ihub.scot/media/3694/usability-and-technology-implementation-2004.pdf
https://ihub.scot/media/3695/psych-safety-grid-edmondson-2002.jpg?width=500&mode=max&animationprocessmode=first
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